
 
  Quess Corp Vietnam 

  Job Description   
 

 
    
POSITION:    FOOD PROCESSING ENGINEER 
 
COMPANY:    QUESS’S CLIENT  
  
INDUSTRY:    MANUFACTURING   
 
LOCATION: LONG THANH, DONG NAI 
  

 
MAIN JOB: 

- Make Lab. BP (Bench Plant), CP (Commercial Plant) test basic plan and brush up them with 
Superiors supporting;  

- Conduct Lab. BP. CP test and make technical report;  
- Investigate and gather information on new technologies and food processing machines 

that fit the process development;  
- Communicate machine vendors to brush up the machine specification;  
- Study new factory layout with process modification based on Food GMP requirement;  
- Make weekly, monthly report of assigned theme;  
- Prepare Assessment 3&4 data and document of assigned theme;  
- Support information and data gathering which is ordered from Superiors;  
- Support ISO 9001 system which is requested from Superiors. 

 
QUALIFICATION AND EXPERIENCES 

- Bachelor’s Degree in Chemical Engineering, Food Engineering, Mechatronics Engineering 
or related majors; 

- Be proficient in English and Microsoft Office;  
- Have technical skills and knowledge in: 

➢ Powder seasoning and liquid seasoning production process (mixing, packing);  
➢ Food GMP, and related company regulation or requirement procedure such as 

Vietnam law, ASQUA, and Assessment; 
➢ Raw material characteristic and its impact on production process and product 

quality; 
➢ Lab. BP. CP. test procedure and analysis method;  
➢ Food factory and production line design method;  

- Have numerical, analytical, and logical thinking skills;  
- Be motivated, cooperative and have oneteam mind; 
- Good GPA: 2.9/4.0 
- Fresher (Have experience in relevant field during school projects)  
 

BENEFITS 
- Shuttle bus: from HCM to Dong Nai 
- Working time: Working time: 7:30 – 16:00 / From Monday to Friday  
- Location: Dong Nai  
- Salary: 15.000.000 VND/ month (Gross) 

 
 

APPLICATION 
Interested applicants please submit their resume (English) to bangna@quesscorp.vn or call directly 

to (+84) 386.103.423 (Mr. Bằng) for further information. 

Thanks 


